Structural basis of 14-3-3 protein functions.
The 14-3-3 proteins, a family of conserved regulatory molecules, participate in a wide range of cellular processes through binding interactions with hundreds of structurally and functionally diverse proteins. Several distinct mechanisms of the 14-3-3 protein function were described, including conformational modulation of the bound protein, masking of its sequence-specific or structural features, and scaffolding that facilitates interaction between two simultaneously bound proteins. Details of these functional modes, especially from the structural point of view, still remain mostly elusive. This review gives an overview of the current knowledge concerning the structure of 14-3-3 proteins and their complexes as well as the insights it provides into the mechanisms of their functions. We discuss structural basis of target recognition by 14-3-3 proteins, common structural features of their complexes and known mechanisms of 14-3-3 protein-dependent regulations.